
                                         
                         Best of CompTIA Virtual CEU Event Agenda 
 
11:00 am CT / 9:00 am PT  
Introduction by Seth Robinson 
Blockchain: Separating the Hype from the Reality 
CEU Approved for: A+, CASP, CySA+ Cloud+, Network+, PenTest+, Security+ 

It’s high time to separate the hype from the reality when it comes to blockchain. Is it going to save the 
world? Does a puppy get saved every time a company announces it’s going to use blockchain? Is 
blockchain the most overrated, over-hyped technology since E.T. the Video Game, Taylor Swift, and Star 
Wars: The Last Jedi combined? Is it useful for creating new business solutions? Is it only useful for 
cryptocurrency? Find out from experts in the field! 

12:15 pm CT / 10:15 am PT  
Introduction by James or Seth  
Ransomware Today and Tomorrow: An Anatomy of Current and Future Attacks                          
CEU Approved for: A+, CASP, CySA+ Cloud+, Network+, PenTest+, Security+ 
 
Learn about the latest trends in ransomware, and how to recover from a ransomware attack if targeted. 
We’ll use a case study to dissect the anatomy of a ransomware attack and address the underlying 
technology of ransomware and cryptocurrency and the ethical and legal ramifications of different 
prevention strategies. Identify a ransomware risk management plan, including the people and tools 
required for successful prevention, mitigation, and recovery.  
 
1:30pm CT / 11:30am PT 
Introduction by Seth Robinson  
Commonly Used Hacking Tools and How to Defend Against Them 
CEU Approved for: A+, CASP, CySA+ Cloud+, Network+, PenTest+, Security+ 
 
It seems like every week we hear about another new hacking attack that has leaked the personal 
information of millions of people. Ultimately, when it comes to defending a system against hackers, 
nothing beats good training of security researchers and end users. To do that, we have to know what 
hackers are using. What are some of the tools hackers and InfoSec researchers use? Ken May, Certified 
Ethical Hacker, Information Security and Compliance Auditor, Network Penetration Tester, and CEO and 
owner of Swift Chip, will highlight common hacking tools and how IT pros can be prepared to defend 
against them. 
 
2:45 pm CT / 3:45pm ET  
Wrap Up with Seth Robinson, CompTIA Certification Updates 
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